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1.- 	Introduction  

Until recently, it was more the 

exception than the rule to include migration flows in 

traditional econometric models. Model builders have 

often underestimated the importance of the effects of 

population movements on the economy, and vice-versa. 

However, migration flows are an important component 

of population growth, which if included in the model 

require a system of demographic projections within 

the model. The advantage of including both a demographic 

system and a migration mechanism in a econometric 

model is reflected in three considerations. First, the 

importance of migration varies from one country to 

another. In Canada, however, migration accounts for up 

to half of the annual increase in population and more 

in some years. Secondly, it is easy to visualize the 

importance of demographic characteristics and of migration 

for the potential growth of the economy, since such growth 

is dependenton the porulation structure. Finally, the 
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importance of analyzing Population movements increases 

with the degree of regional disaggregation of the 

model. As is shown in this paper the impact of regional 

migration flows on regional economics is not one which 

is easily ignored. International migration flows in 

CANDIDE-R are minimal as compared to the 5 inter-regional 

flows. 1 

These three considerations form the 

justification for the disaggregated, regional study of 

demography and migration in .CANDIDE-R. 

1. For example, see Table I. The five regions in 
CANDIDE-R are: the Atlantic region, Quebec, Ontario, 
the Prairies and British Columbia. 
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2.- Some Characteristics of Regional Migration Flow Data

Before examining the specification and

estimation of the migration model, it is important to

analyse briefly the main characteristics of population

flows at the regional level. Since regional statistics

for most of the migration flows are not readily available

in government publications, some of the time series

required for CANDIDE-R were constructed from indirect

information. This section looks first at the importance

of various types of flow measures of migration and then

discusses the technique used to account for regional

flows and the data problems encountered.

2.1 Regional Migration Rates

Table 1 depicts the inter-regional and

international migration flows per region over 1961-1971.

It is important to note both the volatility of the

flows, and the relative magnitudes of inter-regional and

international flows in the different regions. Table 2

shows regional migration rates 1961-1971, and facilitates

comparison of migration rates between regions.

I



Table 1: Principal Regional Migration Flows (in 000 of person4 

Inter-regional 	 International 

Net 
Inflows Outflows  Net 	Inflows Outflows  Net 	Total 

Atlantic -- 

	

1961-62 	31.9 	36.4 	- 4.5 	2.1 	9.3 	-7.1 	-11.6 

	

1962-63 	31.9 	44.2 	-12.3 	2.3 	10.1 	-7.7 	-20.0 

	

1963-64 	34.5 	49.8 	-15.3 	2.4 	10.6 	-8.2 	-23.5 

	

1964-65 	34.8 	53.3 	-18.5 	2.7 	8.7 	-6.0 	-24.6 

	

1965-66 	38.8 	56.8 	-18.0 	3.8 	9.9 	-6.1 	-24.1 

	

1966-67 	42.5 	57.1 	-14.6 	4.6 	4.7 	-0.1 	-14.7 

	

1967-68 	44.2 	48.2 	- 4.0 	4.3 	5.3 	-1.0 	- 5.0 

	

1968-69 	41.0 	46.7 	- 5.7 	4.4 	3.4 	1.0 	- 4.7 

	

1969-70 	38.9 	58.2 	-19.3 	4.2 	2.2 	1.9 	-17.4 

	

1970-71 	43.8 	50.1 	- 6.3 	4.1 	1.1 	3.0 	- 3.3 

Quebec 

	

1961-62 	50.1 	41.2 	9.0 	17.1 	13.0 	4.2 	13.1 

	

1962-63 	49.9 	43.8 	6.1 	20.5 	14.3 	6.2 	12.3 

	

1963-64 	47.3 	47.5 	- 0.2 	24.2 	14.9 	9.3 	9.1 

	

1964-65 	47.7 	48.3 	- 0.6 	26.8 	15.5 	11.3 	10.7 

	

1965-66 	50.8 	54.1 	- 3.3 	34.8 	11.9 	22.4 	19.1 

	

1966-67 	50.3 	59.4 	- 9.1 	44.5 	20.8 	23.7 	14.6 

	

1967-68 	45.8 	56.9 	-11.1 	39.7 	23.9 	15.8 	4.7 

	

1968-69 	45.1 	58.9 	-13.8 	32.5 	18.5 	14.0 	0.2 

	

1969-70 	41.8 	74.3 	-32.5 	26.8 	15.8 	11.0 	-21.5 

	

1970-71 	40.2 	75.8 	-35.6 	22.4 	23.0 	-0.6 	-36.2 

Ontario 

	

1961-62 	85.3 	90.6 

	

1962-63 	93.7 	89.3 

	

1963-64 102.5 	92.2 

	

1964-65 109.1 	93.8 

	

1965-66 117.7 	102.0 

	

1966-67 122.7 	109.6 

	

1967-68 109.5 	107.4 

	

1968-69 107.4 	101.2 

	

1969-70 143.8 	96.4 

	

1970-71 139.9 	96.7 

- 5.3 
4.4 
10.3 
15.2 
15.6 
13.1 
2.1 
6.1 

47.4 
43.3  

	

34.6 	18.1 	16.5 	11.2 

	

41.3 	19.4 	21.9 	26.3 

	

54.7 	17.1 	37.6 	47.9 

	

67.0 	20.5 	46.5 	61.7 

	

90.3 	15.9 	74.5 	90.1 

	

115.8 	38.7 	77.1 	90.2 

	

105.6 	43.6 	62.0 	64.1 

	

89.9 	44.8 	45.1 	51.2 

	

87.7 	44.7 	43.1 	90.5 

	

73.6 	44.7 	28.9 	72.2 



Tffle 1 (cont'd): rrincipal Regional Migration Flews 
(in 000 of persons) 

Inter-regional 	 International  

Net 
Inflows Outflows  Net Inflows Outflows  Net 	Total 

Prairies 

	

1961-62 	61.5 	64.5 	- 3.1 	8.3 	11.1 	-2.8 	- 5.9 

	

1962-63 	61.5 	69.5 	- 8.0 	8.6 	12.0 	-3.4 	-11.4 

	

1963-64 	60.9 	72.8 	-11.9 	9.5 	11.5 	-2.0 	-14.0 

	

1964-65 	62.1 	80.0 	-17.9 	11.6 	12.1 	-0.5 	-18.4 

	

1965-66 	64.0 	99.0 	-35.0 	16.0 	10.0 	6.0 	-29.0 

	

1966-67 	73.6 	97.9 	-24.3 	22.5 	11.4 	11.0 	-13.3 

	

1967-68 	75.2 	84.4 	- 9.2 	26.5 	12.8 	13.7 	4.5 

	

1968-69 	68.6 	80.0 	-11.4 	23.3 	11.5 	11.8 	0.4 

	

1069-70 	69.2 	98.1 	-28.9 	20.3 	9.2 	11.1 	-17.8 

	

1970-71 	66.6 	93.1 	-26.4 	17.1 	9.1 	7.9 	-18.5 

B.. Columbia 

	

1961-62 	47.0 	43.3 	3.6 	7.2 	3.3 	3.9 	7.5 

	

1962-63 	53.1 	42.8 	10.3 	8.1 	2.8 	5.2 	15.5 

	

1963-64 	60.3 	42.4 	17.8 	10.4 	3.5 	6.9 	24.7 

	

1964-65 	68.2 	44.8 	23.4 	14.2 	4.9 	9.3 	32.7 

	

1965-66 	87.5 	46.4 	41.2 	21.4 	2.2 	19.3 	60.4 

	

1966-67 	91.3 	55.8 	35.5 	26.1 	7.4 	18.7 	54.2 

	

1967-68 	80.6 	58.9 	21.6 	24.5 	4.5 	20.1 	41.7 

	

1968-69 	76.0 	51.6 	24.4 	22.0 	6.8 	15.2 	39.6 

	

1969-70 	90.2 	57.6 	32.6 	22.6 	5.9 	16.7 	49.3 

	

1970-71 	82.5 	59.4 	23.0 	20.8 	6.3 	14.5 	37.5 

Canada 

	

1961-62 	 0.0 	69.4 	53.5 	15.9 	15.9 

	

1962-63 	 0.0 	80.9 	58.4 	•22.5 	22.5 

	

1963-64 	 0.0 	101.3 	57.4 	43.9 	49.9 

	

1964-65 	 0.0 	122.4 	62.8 	59.6 	59.6 

	

1965-66 	 0.0 	166.1 	48.8 117.3 	117.3 

	

1966-67 	 0.0 	213.7 	82.9 130.8 	130.8 

	

1967-68 	 0.0 	200.8 	90.1 110.7 	110.7 

	

1968-69 	 0.0 	172.2 	85.9 	86.3 	86.3 

	

1969-70 	 0.0 	162.0 	77.6 	84.3 	84.3 

	

1970-71 	 0.0 	138.2 	82.4 	55.7 	55.7 

SOURCE: Calculations based on data from Statistics Canada. 
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Table 2: Regional Migration Rates, 1961-1971(1)
(Migrants per 1,000 persons)

Inter-regional International
Net

Inflows Outflows Net Inflows Outflows Net Total

Atlantic 201.4 263.9 -62.5 18.3 34.4 -16.1 -78.6

Quebec 89.6 107.1 -17.5 55.3 32.8 22.5 5.0

Ontario 181.4 157.0 24.4 121.9 49.3 72.6 97.0

Prairies 208.6 264.0 -55.4 51.4 34.8 16.6 -39.4

British 452.2 308.7 143.5 108.8 29.2 29.6 173.1
Columbia

Canada 78.2 38.3 39.9 39.9

(1) Rates are obtained by dividing the total number of migrants
from 1961 to 1971 by the 1961 population.

SOURCE: Based on calculations from Statistics Canada.
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2.1.1 Gross Flows and Net Flows  

Inter-regional flows are substantially 

greater in volume than international flows. Annual 

internal migration2 generally averages between 325,000 

and 375,000 (for inflows and outflows) while immigration 

and emigration flows vary between 50,000 and 200,000 

(see Table 1). Net flows are prone to much greater 

variation than gross flows, since the former includes 

variations in both inflows and outflows. - 

This relationship between net and gross 

flows, points out an important difference between 

internal and external flows. Net  immigration to a 

region is aenerally the result of comparatively high 

2. In order to maintain consistent terminology in this 
paper unless otherwise indicated, immigrants and 
emigrants refer to movement across international 
borders while migrants refer to people moving across 
regional boundaries. Net  migration refers to the 
sum total of immigrants, emigrants, and regional 
inflows and outflows. 
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gross immigration, and a much lower, more constant 

gross emigration. In other words the variance of net 

immigration is dominated by the variance of its main 

component, gross immigration. However, net internal 

flows are the result of both very high gross inflows 

and outflows. The available data shows a relative 

stability in gross flows which is not the case for net 

flows (see Table 1). 

2.1.2 The Importance of Back-Migration 

Surprisingly in the case of internal 

flows the regions which generally showed a negative 

migration balance, the Atlantic and Prairie regions, 

usually also experienced relatively high gross 

inflows. The gross inflow rate (see Table 2) is in 

fact higher in these two regions than in Ontario. On 

the other hand, British Coltimbia, which has the 

highest gross inflow rate also has the highest gross 

outflow rate of all regions. 
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Comparative economic conditions in

the source and receiving regions are not likely to

explain these three strong gross flows. Such high

inflows, for the Atlantic and prairies regions can,

however, be relâted to the importance of "back-migration",

a factor which is often underestimated. It is highly

possible that a great number of people are dissatisfied

with their newly-adopted region of domicile, either

for cultural, social or economic reasons, and that,

after a certain period of time, they return to their

region of origin. It is also possible that some

number of the migrants included in the regional flows

view their move to another region as strictly temporary

and in the long run prefer to return to their region

of origin.

1
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Finally, the comraratively low internal 

migration rates in Quebec seem to confirm the generally 

accepted hypothesis that cultural and linguistic factors 

substantially reduce the population's mobility. 3 

2.1.3 Destination of Internal and External Migration 

Table 2 indicates some of the 

differences in preference of the migrants and immigrants. 

Although the first Canadian destination of immigrants 

is specified they can and do subsequently change 

regions, thus becoming part of internal migration flows. 

The inter-regional flow data includes this movement 

of original immigrants, with the implicit hypothesis 

that the behaviour of new immigrants with respect to 

regional movement is the saine as that of all other 

Canadians involved in inter-regional migration flows. 

3. It is not that Quebecers are reluctant to leave 
their region, but rather that other Canadians are 
reluctant to go and settle in Quebec. See Tables 
1 and 2 for a comparison of inter-regional inflows 
and outflows for Quebec. 
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It appears, over the sample period at least, that immi- 

grants have a marked preference for urban areas, especially 

Toronto. This may explain the relatively high rate of immi- 

gration to Toronto and Montreal, while the internal migra-

tion flow for Quebec is, for the most part, negative. 

Tables 3 and 4 show internal migration 

and internal migration rates for gross flows, per source 

and destination, 1961-1971. 

Table 3: Internal Migration, per source and destination 
1961-1971 (in 000 of persons) 

British- Yukon & 
Source Atlantic  Quebec  Ontario Prairies Columbia N.W.T.  

Destination 

Atlantic 	 0.0 	80.0 230.2 	40.2 	30.5 	1.5 

Quebec 	 86.5 	0.0 303.6 	48.1 	29.0 	1.7 

Ontario 	 318.6 	382.1 	0.0 	282.7 	140.4 	8.2 

Prairies 	 48.9 	49.6 258.5 	0.0 	289.2 	17,0 

British- 
Columbia 	 44.9 	46.5 181.0 	450.4 	0.0 	13.7 

Yukon & 
N.W.T. 	 1.8 	2.3 	6.1 	17.9 	14.0 	0.0 

SOURCE: Computed from data from Statistics Canada. 
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Table 4: Internal migration rates, per source and destination
1961-1.971 (migrants per 000 persons) (1)

British- Yukon &
Source Atlantic Quebec Ontario-Prairies Columbia N.W.T.

Destination

Atlantic 0.0 42.2 12.1.3 21.3 16.1 0.8

Quebec 16.4 0.0 57.7 9.1 5.5 0.3

Ontario 51.1 61.3 0.0 45.3 22.5 1.3

Prairies 15.4 1.5.6 81.3 0.0 91.0 5.3

British-
Columbia 27.6 28.5 111.1 276.4 0.0 8.4

Yukon &
N.W.T. 47.9 61.1 162.2 476.1 372.3 0.0

(1) These rates are obtained by dividing the total number of migrants
from 1961 to 1971 by the 1961 population of the receiving region.

SOURCE: Computed from data from Statistics Canada.

Table 4 points out that the lure of Quebec for internal

migrants is quite low, while the rate of migration from

Quebec to Ontario, in particular, is considerable.

The largest internal flow (with the exception

of thé Yukon and NorthWest Territories) both in terms of

volume and migration rate, is the migration

I-
I
1
1
I
I
I
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of residents of the Prairie region to British Columbia'. 

Moreover, considerable inter-provincial population 

movements destined for Alberta do not appear in the 

figures shown above, due to aggregation. On the whole 

it seems that residents of the Prairie region are more 

mobile than those in the rest of the country. 

2.2 Regional Migration Flow Data 

2.2.1 Inflow Determination of the Migration Model  

The migration flows used in the 

population algorithm are the total net annual migration 

in each of the five regions. These net flows are 

themselves a result of four gross flows included in the 

identity: 

(1) TNM± = MINÉD - MOrRT + MINrXT - MOrXT 

Where: TNMr = Total net migration in regior r 

MINrT = Total population inflow, to region r, 
• from other regions in Canada. 

MOrRT = Total population outflow from region r 
to other regions in Canada 

MINrXT = Gross immigration to region r, from 
other countries 

MOrXT = Gross emigration from region r, to 
other countries 
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In a migration system with five regions, 

there are then five gross international immigration 

flows per destination and an equal number of gross 

emigration flows. However, each region also has 

regional  migration  inflows and outflows with the other 

four regions. Therefore, there are 20 gross inflows 

and an equal number of gross outflows per source and 

destination. 

4 
(2) MINrRT = E MINrks 

s=1 

4 
MOrRT = E MOrRs 

s=1 r s 

(where s refers to the source region, and like r is 

replaced in the mnemonic table by E, 0, 0, W or C for 

the five regions, or by T for Canada. However, 

inter-regional flows as they are defined here are 

reversible, i.e. the total inflows to one region 

from a second correspond, by definition to the total 

outflows from the second region to the first. For 
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example, in the Atlantic region:

(3) (a) MINERT = MINERO + MINERO + MINERW + MINERC

(b) MOERT = MINQRE + MINORE + MINWRE + MINCRE

Since, through this definition, the outflows are

entirely determined by inflows the.migration model

needs only 20 inter-regional flows. Internal migration

equations can be specified by either outflows or

inflows; the second alternative has been chosen for

CANDIDE-R.

2.2.2 inflows from Other Regions

The 20 time series of inter-regional

migration flows per source and destination were compiled

from a Statistics Canada4 tabulation done for the

Department of Regional Economic Expansion. The tabulation

consists of annual estimates based on the transfer of

files of family allowance as compiled by the Department

4. Statistics Canada, Census Division, Population
Estimates and Demographic Projections Section.

1
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of National Health and Welfare and used by Statistics 

Canada to calculate the inter-census provincial 

populations. 5 Data was available only for the ten 

year period 1961-62 to 1970-71. This data on 

inter-regional migration flows is found in Table 1. 

2.2.3 Gross Immigration 

Statistics on immigration from other 

countries, per province of destination are available in 

the quarterly bulletin6 , "Immigration" )  

published by the Department of Manpower and Immigration. 

The estimates for the census years were obtained by 

interpolation from the cumulative total of the four 

quarters closest to the census years (July  1- Tune 30). 

This data is used in determining the share of total 

immigrants to each region. 

5. Statistics Canada foresees an improvement in the 
estimation of inter-regional migration flows, using 
data from Income Tax forms rather than family 
allowance. 

6. "Immigration", Quarterly Statistics, Department of 
Manpower and Immigration. 
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2.2.4 Total Net Migration 

The estimate of total net migration 

per region, which is implicitly included in the annual 

regional population projection, can be isolated 

easily from the following identity, as values exist 

for all right-hand side variables: 

(4) TNMr = POPr
t 
- POPrt1  - NBrt + NDrt - 

where: TNMr = total net migration in region r 

POPr
t 

= total population in region r, on 
June 1st of vear t. 

NBr
t 

= number of live births in region r 
between June 1st, year t-1 and 
May 30 year t. 

NDrt = number of deaths in region r 
between June 1st of year t-1 
and May 30 of year t. 

The results of the calculation are shown in the last 

column of Table 1. 

2.2.5 	Gross Emigration  

As there already exist extimates for 

four of the five terms of identity 1, i.e. TNMr, MINrRT, 

MOrRT, and MINrXT, the last one, MOrXT, maybe calculated 
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residually over the sample period. Although this 

procedure may appear arbitrary, at first glance, it 

Permits indirect access to components of population 

growth used by Statistics Canada for inter-census 

projections. Determining gross emigration in this 

manner results in these figures reflecting the 

entirety of five year census revisions of population. 

That is, the figure for net emigration includes all 

the population revisions, from equation (4), while 

population estimates in CANDIDE-R do not include 

these revisions.
7 

3. The Theoretical Framework of the Model 

The explanation of migration flows in 

CANDIDE-R must be based on the theory that economic 

conditions are the main reasons for population movements. 

The migration flow determination mechanism in a dynamic 

7. Population is revised but inter-regional migration 
• flows are not modified. Births and deaths cannot 
be revised since they are calculated at source each 
year. 
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model requires examination of both short and medium-

term factors. The decision to move out of a region

can be viewed as the function of medium term "push

and pull factors" which are relatively constant over

time, and which determine the medium run trend in

inter-regional migration flows. However, the decision

to move will also depend to a large extent on the

availability of jobs and other short-term labour

conditions, which may lead to wide fluctuations in

migration flows about their trend values. The volume

and direction of migration flows over the longer run,

then, are functions of medium term social, economic,

and demographic and cultural factors, while annual

fluctuations may be attributed to-short-term factors. 8

Inter-regional migration flows are

endogenously determined in CANDIDE-R. However, international

immigration is viewed as a policy variable and the total

level is therefore exogenous to the model although share

distributions of immigration among the five regions are

8. For a similar viewDoint see: "Theodore P. Lianos
.The Migration Process and Time Lag", Journal of
Regional Science, December 1972.

I
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determined by stochastic equations. Emigration from 

each region is exogenous. 

3.1 Medium Term Factors  

Migration flows are positively related 

to per capita income of the receiving region and 

negatively related to that of the source region. This 

relation is relatively simple to specify in inter-reaional 

flows, and in the equations for distribution of 

immigration  is expressed by a ratio of regional to 

national personal disposable income per capita. 

In the inter-regional flow equations, 

pooled time series - cross section data was used which 

permitted incorporation of a distance term in the 

constant term of each regression. This in no wav affects 

the value of any coefficients other than the constant 

term and allows verification of the notion that the 

order of preference of the receivina region corresponds 
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to the order of distances between regions. 9  

3.2 Short  Term Factors  

Turning now to the short term factors 

influencing migration flows, it is hypothesized that 

the volume of migration flows is positively related 

to the unemployment rate of the source region, and 

negatively related to that of the receiving region. 

Inter-regional migration flow equations include the 

unemployment rates of both source and receiving regions, 

while the share distribution equations for immigrants 

include the lagged ratio of regional to national 

unemployment rates. 

As mentioned above, it was difficult 

to find an economic justification for the relatively 

high levels of internal migration to the Atlantic and 

Prairie regions. The theory proposed earlier was that 

9. A similar coefficient on each of the four constant 
terms of the equations would indicate that the 
order of preference was the inverse of the order 
of distances. 



these flows are largely the result of "back migration",

or that a portion of earlier migration flows was

returning to its original place of domicile. For this

reason the inflow equation for the Atlantic and

Prairies, from other regions, include lagged outflows

from these reQions. A positive ceofficient on these

explanatory variables would give support to the above

hypothesis. For example see equations (49.1) - (49.4)

and (49.25) - (49.28) in Section 4 below.

3.3 Migration Eguations: Implicit Form

The stochastic equations for migration

are specified in terms of migration rates of gross

flows. Migration statistics based on census years have

been assigned, for use in the context of CANDIDE-R,

to the year corresponding to the July census, (for

example migration durinQ the 1964-65 census year is

defined as migration in 1965). The dependent variables

have been related to the explained variable's observation

of the initial year (1964, in the above example), which

effectively embodies a six-month adjustment lag in the

estimated functions.

J
J
I
1
I
I
1
i
1
I

I
I
I
i

I
1
I
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Gross international emigration from 

the five regions has been left exogenous to the model, 

and gross international immigration is exogenous at 

the national level, but regional shares are determined 

by the following type of formulation. 

(5) MINrXT = 

TMINXT 
e l  + 8 -2  [-Y_Dr /(YD1 + 8 3  

POPr POP 

[JRATEri 

URATE 

+ e 4  LRATEril + p 

where: MINrXT = gross immigration to region r 

TMINXT = total (national) gross immigration 

YDr 	= personal disposable income in region r 

POPr 	= population in region r 

YDC 	= personal disposable income, national 

POP 	= total population 

URATEr = unemployment rate in region r 

URATE = national unemployment rate 

PRATEr = rarticipation rate in region r 

PRATE 	national participation rate. 

.PRATE . 	.PRATE 
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The coefficients 8 2 	3 and 8 4 represent distributed 

lags over two periods. In the mneronic table "r" is 

replaced by the letter E, Q, 0, W, or C (or BC) 

depending on the reaion in question. 

The basic form of the eauations for 

internal flows from region "s" to region "r" is: 

-1 

(6) MINrRs 

POPr-1  

= $ 	(D) + 	YPr. 1 	z — 
POPr 

•••■ 	 .■• 

YPs 

POPs 
moue 

f•••■ 

+ 8 4  URATEr_i  + 8 5  URATEs_, + u. 

where: MINrRs = gross regional migration from region 

s to region r 

D 	= distance between region s and region r 

YPr 	= personal income in region r 

YPs 	= personal income in region s 
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Since there are only ten annual

observations for each inter-regional migration flow,

it was hypothesized that the explanatory variables

for a region's four inflows have the same influence

on all four migration flows regardless of the source

region. For example, a given level of unemployment

in a region produces, ceteris paribùs, an identical

inflow from all four source regions. In other words

the coefficient on URATEr is identical for all four

inflow equations for region r. Not withstanding some

of the conditions involved in the estimation techniQue,

the constant term9 accounts for differences in the

migrants' preference. Thus the four inflows of each

region are calculated at the same time, through the use

of pooled time series - cross-section data. The parameter

D, the constant term, represents the distance in miles

between the principal urban centres of each region (in

the Prairies the geographical centre, Saskatoon was selectecl

as the reference point).

9. A similar coefficient on each of the four constant
terms of the equations would indicate that the order
of preference was the inverse of the order of the
distance.

I
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4.- Migration Enuations: Empirical Itesults  

• 	 The 20 stochastic equations for 

inter-regional migration flows and the 5 for shares 

of international immigration are found below. An 

explanation of the mnemonics is found in the 

Appendix. Looking first at the immigration share 

equations, these equations include in 3 cases as 

explanatory variables relative (regional/national) 

per capita income, the relative unemployment rate and 

the relative participation rate. Two equations include 

only the relative unemployment rate as an explanatory 

variable. The signs on the coefficients are all in 

accordance with a priori expectations.. The positive 

coefficient on per capita income indicates a stronger 

attraction for immigrants the higher is regional 

income relative to the national level. Similarly, a 

relatively high unemployment rate discourages immigration, 

while relatively high participation rates draw more 

immigrants, in anticipation of good labour market conditions. 
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Turning to the inter-regional flow 

equations, it is worth noting once more that the 

lagged outflow variables in the inflow equations for 

the Atlantic region and the Prairies have very signi-

ficant positive coefficients, supporting the concept 

of back-migration. The other explanatory variables 

included in these and other regional inflow equations 

are per capita income (source and receiving regions) 

and the unemployment rate (source and receiving regions). 

The coefficients on the per capita income variables 

are positive and negative respectively, and the signs 

of the unemployment coefficients are negative and 

positive respectively. Where the unemployment rate 

enters the equation in relative form the coefficients  

have negative signs. A discussion of the estimation 

techniques follows below in Section 4.6, and in 

Appendix A. 
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4.6 A Brief Analysis of Empirical Results  

In comparing the results of the 

inter-regional migration flows which were estimated 

with the Generalized Least Squares 11 (GLS) techniaue 

with the results obtained using Ordinary Least Squares 

(OLS), the advantages of GLS are not clearcut if only 

- 2 the S.E.E. and R values are examined. According 

to Table 5, which compares GLS and OLS results for the 

Atlantic region, most of the coefficients, 8, are 

considerably modified with improved t-statistics in 

most cases. This demonstrates that GLS tends to yield 

more robust estimators. Treating the autocorrelation 

separately for each region seemed an appropriate method, 

since the e coefficients have generally very different 
values as is seen in the estimation results above. The 

precision of the values predicted by the pooled time 

series-cross section equations has been markedly 

improved through the use of GLS over OLS. 

11. For a discussion of Generalized Least Squares 
see Appendix A: Estimation Techniques. 
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Table 5: Comparison of Ordinary and Generalized
Least Squares equations for MINERs 1

Ordinary Least Squares

t

Constant (512) 0.0000011 1.0

Constant (800) 0.0000033 3.6

Constant (1952) 0.0000001 1.0

Constant (2784) -0.000001 0.9

(MINrRE/POPE)-1 0.2814680 5.5

(MINrRE/POPE)-2 0.2801510 5.1

(URATEs/URATEE)-1 0.0010801 1.8

S.E.E. 0.0004

R 2 0.9924

1
s =sending region,

Generali.zed Least Squares

t

0.0000016

0.0000036

0.0000002

-0.0000002

0.3386734

0.2078984

0.0009356

0.0003

0.9935

r = receiving region

2.6

4.6

2.3

1.4

10.9

5.0

3.3

The results of the migration model for gross

flows are on the whole quite satisfactory (see Table 6).

It is of course difficult to reach a comparable level of

precision for net flows, since errors are accumulated in

both inflow and outflow calculations.

I
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From a theoretical point of view it is felt that 

given the inaccuracy of national migration flow data, 

there is a tradeoff between the robustness of the 

coefficients and the auality of specification as 

obtained from the explanation of gross flows on the 

one hand and the accuracy of the mode in terms of 

net flows on the other. 12 

12. The first migration model tested was the type which 
explained net flows (Tripix) directly by stochastic 
equations. Even though the values predicted over 
the sample period seemed better, this approach was 
discarded for theoretical reasons (wrong signs on 
some coefficients) and because of unstable behaviour 
of the equations during a multi-period simulation. 
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j " MOrRT 	 MINrXT MINrRT 

1 2.3 
2.4 
2.7 
3.8 
4.6 
4.3 
4.4 
4,2 
4.1 

2.3 
2.4 
2.8 
3.8 
5.2 
4.7 
4.1 
4.2 
3.9 

1 

44.0 
49.6 
53.2 
56.6 
56.9 
48.0 
46.6 
58.1 
49.9 

43.3 
45.6 
47.7 
55.9 
54.7 
54.3 
53.1 
58.0 
50.5 

31.7 
34.4 
34.6 
38.6 
42.2 
44.0 
40.9 
38.8 
43.8 

31.5 
34.5 
37.9 
38.6 
41.5 
42.9 
40.8 
38.1 
43.3 

1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 

Table 6: Results of the migration model for the sample 
period ( in 000 of persons). 1  

Calculated Observed Calculated Observed Calculated Observed 

Atlantic 

1 

Quebec 

1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 

Ontario 

48.7 
47.5 
47.9 
48.7 
49.4 
48.6 
43.9 
42.1 
40.5 

89.8 
98.7 

103.6 
119.9 
115.4 
117.4 
119.9 
133.6 
136.9  

49.7 
47.1 
47.4 
50.6 
50.1 
45.7 
44.9 
41.7 
40.0 

92.9 
101.4 
107.8 
116.8 
121.9 
109.0 
106.4 
143.2 
139.5  

45.1 
48.8 
49.7 
55.5 
57.3 
58.7 
61.8 
69.2 
67.4 

88.1 
90.9 
95.9 

101.2 
105.4 
104.2 
99.7 
99.3 
97.3  

43.6 
42.3 
48.2 
53.9 
59.2 
56.3 
58.7 
74.2 
75.5 

88.6 
91.5 
93.3 

101.4 
108.9 
100.9 
100.6 
95.9 
96.2  

19.5 
24.0 
27.8 
35.6 
44.4 
42.6 
33.4 
27.7 
24.4 

41.6 
53.4 
65.0 
90.2 

114.8 
104.3 
90.0 
86.9 
73.8  

20.5 
24.2 
26.8 
34.3 
44.5 
39.7 
32.5 
26.8 
22.4 

41.3 
54.7 
67.0 
90.3 

115.8 
105.6 
89.9 
87.8 
73.6 

I 1963 
1964 
1965 

. 1966 

11  1967 1968 
1969 

I11 1970 1971 
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Prairies

Calculated Observed Calculated Observed Calculated Observed

I

MINrRT MOrRT MINrXT I

Table 6.(Cont'd) Results of the migration model for the sample
period (in 000 of persons.)

68.0 9.2 8.6
71.3 10.8 9.5
78.4 11.9 11.6
97.3 15.8 15.9
96.2 22.7 22.4
82.7 23.2 26.5
,78.2 22.4 23.3
96.0 20.9 20.3
90.4 15.8 17.1

1963 58.7 59.7 64.5
1964 61.7 59.3 69.4
1965 60.2 60.1 81.2
1966 63.3 62.4 89.1
1967 73.1 71.5 90.9
1968 71.0 73.6 92.7
1969 68.8 66.9 84.7
1970 66.6 67.5 93.9
1971 62.7 65.0 92.4

British
Columbia

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
-1970
1971

52.2 51.8 39.9 41.6 8.1 8.1
56.3 58.7 44.0 41.3 10.6 10.4
69.6 66.6 44.6 43.5 14.6 14.2
78.3 85.9 47.1 45.2 20.4 21.4
84.2 89.6 55.2 54.4 26.4 26.1
85.2 79.3 55.2 57.6 25.8 24.5
78.3 74.7 52.4 49.9 22.0 21.9
91.4 88.9 51.3 55.9 21.9 22.6
80.0 81.1 55.8 57.3 20.1 20.8

I
I
I
i
I
1
y
I
1

1) The calculated values were taken from a simulation of the

entire CANDIDE-R model in which observed values were used

for lagged endogenous variables (single period simulation).

1
I
1
1
1
I
I
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4.1 Atlantic Region 

Migration in Atlantic from Quebec 

(49.1) MINERQ 	= 	POPE-1  *C0.0000016 (512) 
[2.63] 

+ 0.3387 (MINQRE/POPE) 
- 1 [ 10.87] 

+ 0.2079 (MTNQRE/POPE) 
[5.01] 

0.00094(URATEQ/(JRATEE) - 
[3.35] 	

1 

p = 0.0128 

Migration In Atlantic from Ontario 

(49.2) MINERO 	= 	POPE 	IcE 0.0000036 (800) 
-1 

[4.63] 

+ 0.3387 (MINORE/POPE) -  

[10.87] 

+ 0.2079 (MINORE/POPE)
[5.01] 

+ 0.00094 (URATEQ/URATEE) 
- 

[3.35] 	 1 

p = 0.3302 

Migration in Atlantic from Prairies 

(49.3) MINERW 	= 	POPE _ *[0.0000002 *E0.0000002 (1952) 
[2.28] 

+ 0.3387 (MINWRE/POPE) 
- 1 [10.87] 

+ 0.2079 (MINWRE/POPE) -2 
[5.01] 

+ 0.00094 (URATEW/URATEE) 	] 
[3.35] 	

- 1 

P  = 0.1593 
Migration in Atlantic from British Columbia 

(49.4) 	MINERC 	= 	POPE_i  [0.0000002 (2784) 

[1.42] 
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+ 0.3387 (MINCRE/POPE) 
- 1 [10.87] 

+ 0.2079 (MINCRE/POPE) -2 
[5.01] 

+ 0.00094((URATEC/URATEE) - [3.35] 	 1 

p = 0.7240 

(49.1) - (49.4) estimated using pooled time-series cross - 
section data. 

p2 	= 0.99 
S.E.E. = 0.0003 
(GLS, 1961- 1971) Hildreth-Lu 

Immigration in Atlantic  

2 
MINEXT = POLIMM *E -0.2684 + E ai ((lDE/POPE)/(YDC/POP))

t-i C3.557 	i=1 

2 	 2 
+ E $ 1,  (URATEE/URATE) t-i + 	E i (PRATEE/PRATE) t-i ] 

i=1 	 i=1 

PDL, Degree 1, a 3  = 0 	PDL, Degree 1, $ 3  =0 

al 	= 	0.0994 [2.78] 	$1 	= 	-0.0071 [1.69] 
a2 	= 	0.0497 C2.787 	$2 	= 	-0.0035 C1.697 

PDL, Degree 1, 1 3  = 0 

11 	= 	0.1573 [2.80] 
1 2 	= 	0.0786 [2.80] 

112 	= 0.62 
S.E.E. 	= 0.0018 
D.W. 	= 1.58 
(OLS, 1961-1971) 

p = 0.7840 

4.2 Quebec  

Migration in Quebec from Atlantic 

(49.9) 	MiNQRE = POPQ 	*C0.000004 
(512) + 0.0003 (YPQ/POPQ) - 

-£ 	E7.777 	 [1.19] 	• 	
1 

(49.7) 

-0.0005 
[2.17] 

(IPE/POPE 	- 0.00008 (URATEQ) 
- 1 	 -1 

C2.413 
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+ 0.00004 (URATEE)_ 1 ] 
[1.51] 

p = 0.3107 

Migration in Quebec from Ontario 

( 49.10) 	MINQRO = POPQ 
... "` 
,*(0.00002 (320) + 0.0003 (YPQ/POPQ) 
 [20.75] 	 [ 1.19] 	 -1 

- 0.0005 (YPO/POPO) 
-.' 

i  -0.00008 (URATEQ) -1  

	

[ 2.17] 	 [2.41]  

+ 0.00004 (URATEO) - ] 

	

[1.51] 	
1 

p = 0.5261 

Migration in Quebec from Prairies 

(49.11) MINQRW = POPQ
--  1 
 *C0.000001 (1472) + 0.0003 (YPQ/POPQ) - 1 
 [ 9.22] 	 [1.19] 

- 0.0005 (YPW/POPW)
....'  1 
 -0.00008 (URATEQ) 

[2.17] 	 C2.41 3  - 1 

+ 0.00004 (URATEW)_1 ] 
[ 1.51] 

p = 0.1909 

Migration in Quebec from British Columbia 

(49.12) MINQRC = POPQ 	*C0.0000007 (2304) + 0.0003 (YPQ/POPQ) -1 	 -1 [ 5.88] 	 [ 1.19] 

- 0.0005 (1PC/POPC) 
-- 

1  -0.00008 (URATEQ) 
[ 2.17] 	 [2.41] 	 - 1 

+ 0.00004 (URATEC) ] - 1 
[1.51] 

p = 0.6509 

(49.9) - (49.12) estimated using pooled time-series cross-
section data. 

P 2 	= 0.99 
S.E.E. = 0.0002 
(GLS, 1961-1971) Hildreth-Lu 
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Immigration in Quebec

2

(49.15) MINQXT = POLIMM *C0.4528 + E SZ(URATEQ/URA.TE)t-i]
C5.63] i=1

PDL, Degree 1, S3 = 0

01 -0.1252 C3.30]
02 = -0.0626 13.30]

R2 = 0.79
S.E.E. = 0.0097
D.W. = 0.85
(OLS. 1961-1971) Hildreth-Lu

p = 0.9

4.3 Ontario

Migration in Ontario from Atlantic

(49.17) MINORE = POPO_1 * exp. C-0.9638 In (800)
C21.52]

+ 1.3095 In (YPO/POPO)_1
C2.16]

- 0:8252 In (YPE/POPE)._1 -0.4.966 In (URATEO)_
C1.34] [4.551

+ 0.3772 In (URATEE)_1]
C2.80] -

p = 0.1181

Migration in Ontario from Quebec

(49.18) MINORQ = POPO_1 * exp. C-1.0375 In (320)
C26.41]

+ 1.3095 In (YPO/POPO)_1
C2.16]

- 0.8252 In (YPQ/POPQ)_1
E1.341

- 0.4966 In (URATEO)_1
[4.55]

+ 0.3772 In (URATEQ)_1]
C2.80]

p = 0.4499

i
I
1
I
1
i
I

1
I
^
J
I
i

1
1
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Migration in Ontario from Prairies 

(49.19) MINORW = POPO 	* exp. E -0.8470 Zn (1280) 
- 1 [29.72] 

+ 1.3095 Zn (YPO/POPO) 
- 1 [2.16] 

- 0.8252 In (YPW/POPW) 
- 1 [1.34] 

- 0.4966 In (URATE0) - 1  
[4.55] 

+ 0.3772 In (URATEW) ] 
[2.80] 	 -1 

p = 0.6945 

Migration in Ontario from British Columbia 

(49.20) MINORC = POPO
-1 

 *exp. E -0.8834 Zn (2112) 
[30.52] 

+ 1.3095 Zn (YPO/POP0) -1  [2.16] 

- 0.8252 Zn (YPC/POPC) -1  [1.34] 

- 0.4966 Zn (URATEO) 
- 1 [4.55] 

0.3772 In (URATEC) - [2.80] 	 1 

p = -0.1703 

(49.17) •- (49.20 . estimated using pooled time-series 
cross-section data. 

R2 	= 0.95 
S.E.E. = 0.0908 
((GES. 1961-1971) Hildreth-Lu 

Immigration in Ontario  

(49.23) 
2 

MINOXT = POLIMM *E0.7502 + E a ((YDO/POPO)/(YDC/POP)) 
[3.47] 	i=1  i 	 t-i 

2 
+ E 8i  ( URATEO/URATE) 

i=1 	 t-i 
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PDL, Degree 1, (1 3  = 0 	PDL, Degree  1 1 8 3  = o 

al = 0.0092 [ 0.07] 	f31 = -0.2174 	[5.18] 
a2 = 0.0046 [ 0.07] 	82 = -0.1087 	[5.18 ]  

= 0.97 
S.E.E. 	= 0.0086 
D.W. 	= 2.18 
(OLS,1961-1971) Hildreth-Lu 

4.4 	Prairies  

Migration in Prairies from Atlantic 

(49.25) MINWRE = POPW 	* C0.0000004 (1952) 
- 1 [1.14] 

+ 0.2562 (MINERW/POPW) -1 
[ 7.99] 

+ 0.0023 (1PW/POPW) 	-0.0022 (YPE/POPE) 
[ 4.31] 	 [ 4.31] 	 -1 

- 0.0004 (URATEW) 	+ 0.0002 (URATEE) ] 
[ 5.50] 	 [3.90] 	 -1 

p = 0.0079 

Migration in Prairies from Quebec 

(49.26) MINWRQ = POPW-1 
* C0.0000003 (1472) 

[ 1.07] 

+ 0.2562 (MINQRW/POPW) -1  
[ 7.99] 

+ 0.0023 (YPW/POPW) -1  -0.0022 (YPQ/POPQ)_ 1  
[ 4.31] 	 [ 4.31] 

+ 0.0004 (URATEW) 1  + 0.0002 (URATEQ) -1  ] -  [5.50] 	 [ 3.90] 

p = 0.2692 

Migration in Prairies from Ontario 

(49.27) MINWRO = POPW 	*10.00005 (1280) 
- 1 

[18.30 ]  

+ 0.2562 (MINORW/POPW) -1  
[ 7.99] 
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p =-0.3823

+ 0.0023 (YPQ/POPW)_ -0.0022 (YPO/POPO)_
[4.31] 1 [4.31] 1

- 0.0004 (URATEW)_1 + 0.0002 (URATEO)_1]
[5.50] [3.90]

Migration in Prairies from British Columbia

(49.28) MINWRC = POPW_1 * [0.000007 (832)
[10.93]

+ 0.2562 (MINCRW/pOpW)_1
[7.99]

0.0023 (YPW/POPW)_ - 0.0022 (YPC/POPC)_
[4.31] 1 [4.31]

- 0.0004 (URATEW)_ + 0.0002 (URATEC)_ ]
[5.50] 1 [3.90] 1

p = -0.3187

(41.25) - (41.28) estimated using pooled time-series cross-section
data.

R2 = 0.99
S.E.E. = 0.0003
(GLS, 1961-1971) Hildreth-Lu

Immigration in Prairies

(49.31) MINWXT = POLIMM * [0.1914
[5.99]

2
+ Z21SZ(URATEW/URATE^,Z]

PDL, Degree.l, S3 = 0

01 = -0.0749 [2.33]
SZ = -0.0375 [2.33]

R2 = 0.74
S.E.E. = 0.0081
D.W. = 1.61
(OLS, 1961-1971) Hildreth-Lu

p = 0.7918
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4.5 British Columbia  

Migration in British Columbia from Atlantic 

(49.33) MINCRE = POPC 	* exp. E -0.7448 Zn (2784) -1 [ 19.46] 

+ 1.0562 Zn (YPC/POPC)_ - 0.6206 In (YPE/POPE)_ 
[ 2.39] 	 1  [1.507 	 1 

- 0.4784 Zn (URATEC) ] 
-1 [ 7.30] 

p = 0.5117 

Migration in British Columbia from Quebec 

(49.34) 	MINCRQ = POPC
- 1 	*exp. E0.6716 Zn (2304) 

[1.10] 

+ 1.0562 Zn (YPC/POPC)_ 1 -0.6206 Zn (YPQ/POPQ)_ 1 [ 2.39] 	 C1.507 

-0.4784 Zn ((JRATEC) ] 
- 1 [ 7.30] 

P = 0.9944 

Migration in British Columbia from Ontario 

(49.35) 	MINCRO = POPC-1  * exp. E-0.5471 In (2112) 
[ 29.50] 

+ 1.0562 Zn (YPC/FOPC)_ 1  - 0.6206 In (YPO/POP0)_1  
[ 2.39] 	 [ 1.50] 

- 0.4784 In (URATEC) • ] 
-1 [ 7.30] •  

	

P 	= -0.3394 

Migration in British Columbia from Prairies 

	

(49.36) 	MINCRW = POPC 1  * exp. E-0.5054 In (832) 
- 

[ 16.99] 

+ 1.0562 Zn (YPC/POPC) 
- 1 - 0.6206 In (YPW/POPW) 

- 1 [ 2.39] 	 [ 1.50] 

- 0.4784 Zn (URATEC) 
- 1 [ 7.30] 

p = 0.5003 
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(49.33) - (49.36) estimated using pooled time-series
cross-section data.

R2 =0.99
S.E.E. =0:0881
(GLS, 1961-1971) Hildreth-Lu

Immigration in British Columbia

(49.39)

2
+ E aZ ((YDBC/POPC)/(YDC/P0P)t-i

i=1

2
+ E Sz(URATEC/URATE)t-i

i=1

+ 2E1YZ (PRATEC/PRATE)t-i]

PDL, Degree 1, a3 =0 PDL, Degree 1, S3= 0

ai = 0.2005
a2 = 0.1003

C3.531 Ri = -0.0066 C0.50]
[3.53] $2 = -0.0033 [0.50]

PDL, Degree 1, Y3 =0

Y1
Y2

MINCXT = POLIMM * [-1.2574
C5.37]

= 0.7093 C7.80]
= 0.3546 ' [7.801

R 2 = 0.90
S.E.E. = 0.0049
D.W. = 1.62
(OLS, 1961-1971) Hildreth-Lu

p = 0.2797

I
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5.- How the Migration Block Works  

As mentioned earlier the migration data 

was arranged according to census year thus enabling use 

of variables lagged over one period as explanatory 

variables for all stochastic eauations in the migration 

model. Since only exogenous variables or lagged 

endogenous variables are used as input to Block 49 

(the migration block), it can be specified as a 

recursive block which is an appreciable advantage in 

terms of the operation cost and stability of CANDIDE-R. 

It would have been possible, in principle, 

to constrain the coefficients of the inter-regional 

migration equations in such a way as to produce a sum 

total of internal flows which would be zero at the 

national level during the sample period. However, this 

condition could not be maintained during the forecast 

period without the addition of another adjustment 

mechanism. Since internal flows per source and 
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destination are used only to calculate total gross 

inflows and outflows (see 2.2.1, equations (3a) and 

(3b)), it was possible to devise an adjustment mechanism 

affecting only the MOrRT variables, these being 

constrained by the necessary condition that: 

E MOrRT = E MINrRT. The adjustment mechanism actually 

used in Block 49 is: 

(7) MOrRT = E MINsRr + 	(E MINrRT - E E MINsRr) MINrRT  
r s 

MINrRT) 

r, s = 1, 2, ...5 

r s 

Finally, the equation for net Canadian 

immigration, in Block 22 of CANDIDE 1.1, has been replaced 

in CANDIDE-R by an identity to compute the sum of total 

net reaional migration (TNMr) and the net migration of the 

Yukon and North-West Territories, TNMYNW. As shown in 

Table 3, the balance in each region of migration to and 

from the Yukon and N.W.T. is generally insignificant. This 

is why it is assumed to be zero for all cases except 

foreign migration which is taken into account in the 

exogenous values of TNMYNW. 
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6.- Concludina Comments

International- immigration accounts for a

considerable portion of national population growth and

it is unevenly distributed throughout the regions.

Inter-regional flows play on eaually important role in

the spatial allotment of resources between regions,

and in the regional adjustment of the labour markets.

This is why, during the course work on CANDIDE-R a

complex system was developed for determing migration

flows, to comblete the population algorithm. The net

miaration flows for each region has been broken down

according to gross emigration and gross immigration; as

well as gross inter-regional inflows and outflows. The

first flow is exogenous at the regional level, while

gross immigration is exogenous at the national level but

endogenously distributed among the regions, by five share

equations. All inter-regional flows are endogenous and.

have been explained by eauations using a Generalized

Least Squares technique and cooled time series-cross

section data.
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Appendix A Estimation Techniaues
1 

The traditional linear regression model 

is characterized by its two main hypotheses for error 

terms,  je.  normality and homoscedasticity and non-

autocorrelation. 

(1) Normality: 	E 	N ( D, E) 

(2) Homoscedasticity and non-autocorrelation: 

	

E  (cc)  = 0 2
t 	

or E (c 1  c) = 0 2  for i = 1,  3 

and zero for i * j 

In these two hypotheses 0 is a column 

vector of dimension T, E the variance-covariance matrix 

and I t a TxT identity matrix. The other related 

hypotheses for a traditional linear regression model are 

that the component variables of X are non-stochastic, 

the rank of X is equal to K<T and there is no linear 

relationship between the explanatory variables. If 

all these conditions are adhered to, the Ordinary Least 

Squares estimator a is obtained from the following 
-1 

equation: 	(3)  8  = (X'X) 	X'Y 

1. This section draws heavily from the following sources: 
Henri Theil, Principles of Econometrics  John Wiley and 
Sons, Inc. New York 1971, pp. 106-129 and Jan Kmenta 
Elements of Econometrics,  MacMillan Co., New York, 1971, 
Chapter 12. 



(7) 	P = aij = 	all 	al2. . .alt 

• a21 a2i 

an2, , ,ann ani an2. 	.ann 
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Under the above conditions we can 

prove that the estimator  $, is the best linear 

unbiased estimator (BLUE) and that it is also 

asymptotically unbiased efficient and consistent. 

The distribution of this estimator 

is: 

(4) î 	N ($, C 2  (X1X) -1 ) 

If C 2  is unknown: 
- 

(5) B 	N ((3, S 2 (X1X) -1 ) 

where S 2 = e1e/t-k is an unbiased estimator of a 2  

and has the same properties. 

If we drop the hypotheses on 

homoscedasticity and non-autocorrelation, (2) above, 

the resulting model may be calleC a general linear 

rearession model. Where r is the new variance-covariance 

model, conditions (1) and (2) become: 

(6) e 	N (0,r) 
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The estimator S of the general form

of the Aeneralized Least Squares model is given

by the following equation ( comparable to (3) ):

(8) S = (X192-1X)-1 Xn-1 Y

It is simple to prove that Ordinary

Least Squares is merely a special case of eauation
s

(8), where St = a2lt and 0 -1 =(1/cr ) It. Similarly,

a heteroscec?astic model is the special case where

n is a diagonal matrix, but the diagonal elements

are not necessarily the same, for example

(9)

Q_

r

. . .

a Cr ' ' ' 6tt

1/Q11 6 . . 6

Q 1/QS 2 . . Q
• . . .

Q Cr 1/°tt

where all = 62, Q= Q2 etc. In our example, as in
1 22 2

manv other applications of Generalized Least Squares,

I
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the problem is really to find the appropriate estimators 

for the elements of the matrix n. 

Estimation with pooled time-series cross-sectional data 

The Generalized Least Squares technique 

used in the estimation of migration equations is found 

in Kmenta2 . This approach consists of making specific 

assumptions on the behaviour of the error term, when 

observations on time-series and cross-section are used 

simultaneously, in order to incorporate these in the 

matrix n of (8) above. With regard to cross-sectional 

data, for example, the most commonly used assumptions 

are those of mutual independence of the error term, 

and heteroscedasticity. For time-series data it is 

often assumed that errors are correlated yet not 

heteroscedastic. In the framework of this analysis, 

the geographical regions are the cross-sectional units, 

making the assumption of mutual independence of errors 

an implausible one. The model chosen for the 

estimation of internal migration flows is a cross-

sectionally correlated and time-wise autoregressive 

2. Jan Kmenta, op.cit. p. 512-514. 
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model. The assumptions on the error term are as 

follows: 

(10) Heteroscedasticity: E (Ef t ) = 

(11) Mutual Correlation: E (c it E
jt

) = 

(12) Auto-regression: 	E. = p 	. 	 1- . E t 	i E  1,t-1 	Pit 

where: pit 	N (0, Oit ) 

E (c i,t- 1 Iljt) =• 0 i,j = 1,2, . . . N 

E jt 	Oii p ) 	 t,s = 1,2, . . . T 

E (p. 	p 

	

it js) = 0 	t 	s 

The initial value of c  has the 

following properties, by assumption: 

(13) 	c. N O, Øi1  

1 -pi2.  



anl Pn2 an2 Pn2 	ann Pnn 

au l Pli 	a12 P12 • • • 

a21 P21 	a22 P22 . 

am  n Pin 

a2n P2n 

( 1 5 ) 

= 

-  50  - 

(14) E  (c 0 	) = jo 0 i i 

1-  P. P. 3 

Thus the matrix n for this model 

is: 

where 

p. 
 

r- 

1 	p 
3 	71 	• 	• 	' 

pi 	1 	p• 	 •p. t- 2 

2 
Pi Pi 1t- 3  

ID] 

t- 1  t- 2  t-3 p. 	p. 	p. 	. . . 	1 
1 	1 	1 
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In practice, the procedure used here

can effectively be broken down into five stages. First,

we applied Ordinary Least Squares (equation (3)), to

the matrix notation eauation Y = XS + e, in order to

calculate the eit residuals, which serve as estimators

for eit. Secondly the estimators for pi were obtained

from the following formulation:

E E

Pi= i t eit ei,t-1 t= 2,3, . . . t

2i
ei,t-1 i=. 1,2,3,4

In the third place we applied.Ordinary Least Squares

to the new system:

(17) Y* = X*S + u*

where:
Y* = Yit pi Yi,t-1

Xit pi X

u Eit pi Ei,t-l

1



ell 	 e 1 2 it_ i 	• 	It_ 1  

$21 It-1 

enl: I t- 1 en2 	t- 2 • • • enn  't- 1 
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In the fourth stage the variance-covariance matrix 

was obtained from: 

(18) 

where I 	is a (T-1) x ( r-1) identity matrix and t-1 

$.. is defined by: S. = e. 1] 	 ij 

1-ei  ei  

where 1]  e.. = 	1  
lt t=2 

T-K-1 

Due to thé small number of observations and the large 

number of explanatory variables in each eallation e.. 



Y*  
e  _1 

-* -* was defined as: 	= 	E 	11 eij 	1 	t=2  it Ç. This in no 

T-1 

way affects the asymptotic properties of the 

estimators even though the significance tests and 

the variance of the estimators are slightly modified. 

The last stage of this estimation 

process consists of applying Aitken's method to the 

transformed data: 

(19) = (X*1  $-1  X* ) -I  X*I  

(20) Y = Xe + e. 
let_ i  

The last equation allows us to obtain the vector 
.■••■ 

of calculated values, Y, which corresponds to the 

Generalized Least Squares algorithm. 
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Appendix B Mnemonic Table

MNtMONI(, LIST •• ►.sLUCK 49 -• LISTE DES MNCMUr4j6UES

Pl 11,CKF. EN -99033 3 ►"IG-tA11 UN 1'+ -- CriIl , CULUh itIa Fi:UM aTLANTLC
Mj:vLW U LM 49035 1 !"1Cri À 110N Ir% -- d++11^ CuLLtM ►+IA FkUr+ Uy10%KIu
MINCKQ E@• v9u34 1 M IGri AIjUN Irv •- ►:ti 11. CULuMb 1A FKO" 'juF•9tC

SFIINCkT EI u9037 !"IGKATIUN Irv dNIT, l:ULuMtiIA I01AL INItknAL FLu.3
MlNCK+r td 4VOSb 2 M1^MATiUN jiY -- âêtl1, CULUMh1A F kUtq PR AIKlts
Mj^CXT Ets 4903v 2 jM,•IlGKA1jUN IN 6k1TISH COLUMtljA
M1r4EkC Eb 49004 1 MIGqATLUN LN ••ATLANTLC -• FitOn! ►> ►ZTTjSr+.CULJrlbIA
Mjr.Er20 Er, 49002 1 %t1f;HAT1UN L1`4 --ATLANTIC -- FRlir+ UNiAKlu
MjNtKia Eë 4yUU1 1 M16-cAT1JN ICI, ••ATLANTIC -- FROM dutcsEL
MI^+tkl tj 4yU05 MIGRATIC,R lot -•ATLANTIC •- TOTAL I++1t^:YaL FLU+IS
M1NC.kw tm 49uu3 2 MIGRATION 1!v •-ATLANTIC •- FKUN Pna1KjtS
MINExT Le u9G07 2 IMMIGRATION IN ATLANTIC
MINUKC Et+ 49u2h 1 MLGAATIUN IN --UNTAHIU -- FkqM nki(ISr, CUL0'11IA
Mlfv+jt^E tH 4 9 U 1 7 3 tiIIGtATIO!V !r+ -.iiNlAkjU -- Fkt)M AILAN I jC
M1nUKu td 49016 1 MlUkATIUN IN --UNIARjU -- FHUM -+utcstL
MINUKT El 99021 M'IGHAIIJN li% -•UN1AwL0 -- 1DTAL j atE4'+AL FLu^^
MIwU^tn td 149u19 2' MjG-^ATIJv IN --UNTAKIU -- rkUM éewA1M(k;i
c+j!vU+cT t.rs uvu23 2 I"MLGRAIIiIt> 1-1 UNTAkIU
^INd,4C td u9i:12 1 MIL;r+AT1UN IN --WuE.eEC -- vKr)I, dWi11SH
MLrv':r..t Er+ uyvv v 3 M1f;-+0I0N IN «-UUEt+tC •• F•kU^'. a1LA:v11G
ML-V.,Itil) Fb 49ulU 1 ►"1vnAT1Uti1 1•+ •-!:IrJttlEC - • FKt1M iJ^u(AnIU .
M1.+Art r t.i ^à9u13 ^^1t;12AiIUN it+ --uUEbtC -- TOTAL ihltWr%s(. FLr?^S
MjN'.dNW Et,* 419U11 2 1+16!+ATIiiN IN --r;Utt1EC -- FRUr+ N ►tAjKLEb
M1"+-j xT td uvv1S 2 I'r-!1GrtA1 1 J:v 1N ;^UtKtL

Lc &&902e 1 r.(13r.A.ll!JN !w --rrtAlr+I"t5i - rKOr d-4Lilar+
M11v r:r tij 449U25 3 N1VtA11UN 1", --PKA1kItS -• F ►(U" elt.q'^I It
Mjti•rriQ td uau21 1 M1l-^A1IUN 1•r •.NKAI ►IIES •- FkUM tu-.IarqlU
MjhnW•à EO 49Jeb 1 N1t;R4T lUN 1.,4 _.PKAlHItS -- FkrIr .;Ut!<tL
r!1v:•!+i t1 •+yULa MI6^lAT1UN I1+ --NkAIRIES -- IUT4L 1rIt t r41. FL .1••^
rtir+•r;% i Eo -9u31 2 1M^+11+k41 jUh 1N NKALk1tS
rtU1,Kl t1 49v Sb M1t;!rATIUN out -ykjT. CULUMrIA TTAL l•+Itkr+oL FLv r^
MUCxI xr+ 3u2 1 EMluW4Tir)N F ►tt)M dklT. CULU•res1A
MOtKI tl 4900o 4IUi^Ar(uN OUT .AILANTIC IGTAL l:vlr^ .al, Fl..l•ti
MUtxT XP 336 1 Ef"IGK,TIO^d ?'HUM ATLANTIC
MJv_q r tl 4a0dL a1^CK^liu:+ Uvl -UtJTAijIU ••• f+.!^^L 1wlt-tiaL Ft^.):;i

MUUxT xk' 340 L E`!iùkaTlJV Fe+O + unTAKiU

MJWWT El 49u1-à MIGKAituV JuT -dUEnEC -- Tti11AL Lylt+'vA!. FL^-!•-i
MUJXT xN 339 1 LMIGkAIIU,v P.Wum taluEatC
r•ür+ri T El 49US0 MjGKATIuN UûT -PKAlrtltS -- IOTAL IN1E^rrrAL F'LuMS
MUwxT xF' 341 1 EMjUkATION FkuM PKAI.;IES
POLIMM XI a22 3 UPULjTICAL,uUMMT FOR IMMI(;KAi(i11
è7J ►' El L2uS0 3 TUiALPUPJLATION CANAUA
Pr)l'r+ ti -+dr)b1Uo PUVJLATlU:v TOTALE •4i2IlIdM Cl1LUMdLa
POr't KI 48U51V4 Pt1PU1.AIlt)h TiJT4Lt •A1LAN1jC
1,; JO J Li ^irei+u•^ POF'JLAT lUrc Tt1TALt •UyTAN (11

PuN•,r tl ydUSliUU r'+UN!.,LA11utv TuTALC •rriuEmEL
POF'•i El 48UoVU4 Pr1F+ULaTI0N TOTALE -PpiAIW LES

PKATt El 1101S 3 TUTAL 0AkrILINAI3UN RA1t,reAlIu '
f'44ItC E( 11072 3 TOTAL PAHTILI ►'AIIUN RATE t•► rt11 (Sri (.0LvMi>lA
P ►turtk ti llubr3 3 TuIAL r'AkT1L1PATjUN RAIL ATLAféTIL
T!vMl: Li '+9040 5 TUTAL r+ti M1GkA(lU-+ MhïlilSM CL1LlJ'blA
TPi At El µyuUtl 5 TOTAL i+tT F!lti!iAT1Ut+ AT(,AV1IC
1. El a4024 5 TOTAL 'YtT 'ilGr<A11u.4 f1 ti1AKItl
Tw+o E1 4y t, 1a 5 f1 1TAL wt1 ri 1G ►tA11UN JUEdLt
1+!+^ tl '491j42 S TuIAL •tT.rlvrlATlù. Pi:AjKItS
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I  
. RNEmUN1C LIST -« mLOCK  q  -■ LISTE OES mNEmufelwotS 

uRAIL kt  11ub2 
weAlEC El 11a/ 
uqattE tl 11a3 b 
ugATEU El 11055 b 
0941E4 El 110b4‘ h 
uWATtw EL IIUSO o 
YouC 	El 51037 3 
YOC 	El 19010 5 
YOE 	LI 51uS3 3 
you 	El ›luàb 3 
YrIL 	El 51042 4 
YPt El 51uSd 4 
YIJU 	El 51040 u 
,09.4 	El 	u 
YPI1 	El 51041 

TOTAL U4EmPLOYmENT RATE 
UNEmPLOYmENI RATE IN k 
u4i.:1PLÙYmemi RATE IN 14 
uNtmPLOYMENi RATE IN X 
UNEmPLUYMLiqi RATE IN 'X 
Lp.EmPLOYmLNi RATE IN X 

PEKSÜNAL OISPOSA8LE INCome: 
D15POSAmLE iNCOmt, 1 1LL.uF CuRRE:-.1 
PEwSONAL 1)iSP0S4ÔLE INCUmE 	AILArdIC 
PtriStMAL . 01OPUSAOLE INCOmE 	ufflAm . lu 

PEw5ONAL INtOME 
PtkSUNAL INLudt 
PLRSUNAL IHLUME 
PEkjONAL 1 ,40mE 
let«Suivkl, Ii4Lumt 

d,C, 
AILAN11C 
ediii(141 
IJUELitC 	• 
PkAIRIES 

okl 	LULuodia 
AIL.1 4411U 
UN  F.rC  1j 

cuLuorila 
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